
 

 

Marlborough St Mary’s Primary School 

Year 5 Home Learning – Week 2 Day 5 

 

Daily Learning  

 Please continue to use your spelling strategies (located on inside covers of 

spelling books) to practise your spellings. You could revise all spellings from the 

year so far! 

 Please use this time to read as much as possible! We would love to hear about 

the books you have read. Write a book review; this could be hand written, typed 

or you could even pin one to a book on the Reading Cloud.  

 Continue to play Times Tables Rock Stars as much as possible. Can you improve 

your speed of recall? You could become a Rock Legend! 

 

Completing home learning 

 You can complete your home learning tasks in your spelling homework book or you 

can complete it electronically (PowerPoint, Word, Scans of work) and email it to 

your class email address. (otterclass@marlboroughstmarys.wilts.sch.uk 

watervoleclass@marlboroughstmarys.wilts.sch.uk) 

 

English 

Task 1 
 Write your short story that you planned yesterday. 

 Remember to keep rehearsing your sentences verbally to make sure you 

challenge your choice of vocabulary. (Varied verbs, powerful adjectives and 

adverbs.) 

 When you have written each sentence, re-read it. Does it make sense? Is your 

punctuation accurate? 

 Can you use a range of punctuation in your story? E.g. a dash to build suspense. 

 Finally, give the most thought to your ending. This should be the most powerful 

part, leaving the reader (us) feeling shocked, sad, happy or whatever emotion 

you hope to convey.  

 We cannot wait to read them! 

 

Task 2 
 Use the attached mark scheme to mark your reading comprehension from day 3.  

 

Maths 

 Use your times tables knowledge and bar models to solve these problems! 

 Think carefully about what they are asking you! 

 Remember: 

 Consider the problem – what is it to do with? What sort of problem is it? 

Construct the problem – use jottings and/or images to make sense of the 

problem.  

Calculate – using the required steps and operations. 

Check – ensure your solution makes sense and really does answer the original 

question! 
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1) In class A there are 50 students and 
4

5
 of them like maths. In class B there are 45 

students and 
7

9
 of them like maths. Which class like maths the most? 

 

2) In a shop, there is a sale where everything is 
2

9
 off. If the price for a top before 

the sale is £18 and a pair of shoes is £27, what is their new price in the sale? 

 

3) In a shop, there are 80 dresses. Ellie buys 
5

8
 of them; Georgia goes in and buys 

1

2
 of 

what is left. How many left once Ellie and Georgia have finished shopping? 

 

4) Now, can you create a problem for a member of your family to solve?  

 

Topic 

 Using your research from yesterday that looked at how to solve the problems 

that the rivers are having, make a leaflet presenting any of your own ideas as 

well as active solutions being put in place or suggested.  

 What changes can we make to our daily lives to help the situation? 

 

 

Other 

 Make all the final additions to your game, such as numbering the squares if you 

have them, or illustrating and colouring it. Make sure the problems and solutions 

are reflected in your game. 

 Now all you need to do is play the game!  

 Send us a photo of the finished product! 

 


